
The safari design aesthetic has yoked hi-tech, 

high-end architecture with traditional low-tech 

African craft and fused them in a new genre of 

highly original, courageous and soulful – even 

sexy – architecture and interiors.

This is design that, while rooted in Africa, 

possesses an international appeal that is 

beginning to influence aesthetic ideas the world 

over. Safari Style Africa showcases a selection of 

lodges where these elements of design dialogue 

beautifully with the environment.

SELLING POINTS
• Showcases the pinnacle of uniquely African   

  architecture and interior design

• Covers Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Zambia, 

   South Africa, Namibia, Botswana

• The most spectacular lodges in one collection

• Exquisite landscapes transport you there

• Evocative animals and lifestyle

• The quintessential guide to lodges in Africa

• Armchair travel like never before
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
ANNEMARIE MEINTJES is Deputy Editor of VISI 

magazine and co-author of South: South African 

style in décor, with Karen Roos acclaimed lifestyle 

designer and owner of Babylonstoren Farm Hotel. 

Interior Designer for Angama Mara Safari lodge 

designed by South African Architects Silvio Rech and  

Lesley Carstens.

DOOK, born in Singapore, where he lived on a 

coconut farm in paradise, the 5th generation to do 

so. He came to South Africa on holiday over 25 years 

ago and claims to be still on it. His speciality used 

to be Fashion but for the last 15 years developed a 

bigger passion for shooting Travel, Portraits, Food 

and Lodges. Working for many local, & internationa 

travel and decor magazines as well as private and 

corporate clients.

'An African safari should be at the top 
of your bucket list because it’s not just 
a holiday, it’s an incredible, memorable, 
experience – and now you can do it in 

a little more style.'
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